
   Pillows

 Albert Einstein Pillow
by Unemployed Philosopher's Guild

ISBN: 814229007708
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Unemployed Philosophers Guild
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Big props for big dreamers who aren’t afraid of big brains to go along with them. This delightful accent pillow provides illustrious comfort and company for
your living room or boudoir.

 Frida Kahlo Pillow
by Unemployed Philosopher's Guild

ISBN: 814229007678
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Unemployed Philosophers Guild
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Big props for big dreamers who aren’t afraid of big brains to go along with them. This delightful accent pillow provides illustrious comfort and company for
your living room or boudoir.

 Sigmund Freud Pillow
by Unemployed Philosopher's Guild

ISBN: 814229007579
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Unemployed Philosophers Guild
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Big props for big dreamers who aren’t afraid of big brains to go along with them. This delightful accent pillow provides illustrious comfort and company for
your living room or boudoir.

 William Shakespeare Pillow
by Unemployed Philosopher's Guild

ISBN: 814229007906
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Unemployed Philosophers Guild
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $32.00

Big props for big dreamers who aren’t afraid of big brains to go along with them. This delightful accent pillow provides illustrious comfort and company for
your living room or boudoir.
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 Roll Mate: Alligator

by YOGIBO

ISBN: 856321008238
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $65.00

The Roll Mate is the perfect animal-themed body pillow friend for you to relax with!Filled with Fibeads, Yogibo's special combination of micro beads and
polyester fibers, the Roll Mate will completely mold to your body for perfect support. The outer cover is machine washable and extremely easy to take off or
put back on.

 Roll Mate: Dog
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 811958027687
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $65.00

The Roll Mate is the perfect animal-themed body pillow friend for you to relax with!Filled with Fibeads, Yogibo's special combination of micro beads and
polyester fibers, the Roll Mate will completely mold to your body for perfect support. The outer cover is machine washable and extremely easy to take off or
put back on.

 Roll Mate: Fox
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 811958027694
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $65.00

The Roll Mate is the perfect animal-themed body pillow friend for you to relax with!Filled with Fibeads, Yogibo's special combination of micro beads and
polyester fibers, the Roll Mate will completely mold to your body for perfect support. The outer cover is machine washable and extremely easy to take off or
put back on.

 Roll Mate: Unicorn
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 856321008085
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $65.00

The Roll Mate is the perfect animal-themed body pillow friend for you to relax with!Filled with Fibeads, Yogibo's special combination of micro beads and
polyester fibers, the Roll Mate will completely mold to your body for perfect support. The outer cover is machine washable and extremely easy to take off or
put back on.
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 Yogi Mate: Fox

by YOGIBO

ISBN: 811958022941
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.

 Yogi Mate: Fox (mega)
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 811958028837
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $60.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.This MEGA Mate is about twice the size of the regular Fox Mate!It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The
cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they
can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.

 Yogi Mate: Giraffe (purple)
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 854685004903
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.

 Yogi Mate: Hedgehog
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 856321008030
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.
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 Yogi Mate: Llama

by YOGIBO

ISBN: 856321008023
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.

 Yogi Mate: Moose
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 811958027748
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.

 Yogi Mate: Octopus
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 811958027724
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.

 Yogi Mate: Panda
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 811958026499
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.
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 Yogi Mate: Penguin

by YOGIBO

ISBN: 811958022934
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.

 Yogi Mate: Raccoon
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 850003226286
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.

 Yogi Mate: T-rex
by YOGIBO

ISBN: 856321008047
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Yogibo Mate is your buddy! It's the perfect sidekick, there when you need a friend to read with, someone to listen to your troubles, or someone give you
a hug.It's filled with frictionless beads, and has a layer of stretchy, durable fabric. The cover is Yogibo's special cotton/spandex blend which provides the
softness you need in a huggable friend. The Yogibo Mates are machine washable so they can go on any adventure with you!Great for children and adults.
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